Introduction
BioScholar is a general Knowledge Engineering and Management system to support a single scientific worker (at the level of a graduate student or postdoctoral worker) to design, construct and manage a shared knowledge repository for a research group by curating and processing knowledge from the scientific literature. The design of Bioscholar is based in the realization that scientific investigation is sustained by the interplay between two different types of knowledge: observational assertions and interpretational assertions (Figure 1 ). The aim of Bioscholar is to support investigators to contribute to this process.
We demonstrate Bioscholar applied to one particular type of experiment in the neuron connectivity domain, tract-tracing experiments (Figure 2 ). We built a framework to capture this data and construct a large-scale 'connectivity model'. The KEfED editor uses a graphical interface to create experimental designs based on the experimental variables in the system. The design is then analyzed to construct a tabular input form based on the data flow. We call this methodology 'Knowledge Engineering from Experimental Design' or 'KEfED'. The approach is domain-independent but domain-specific modules reasoning can be constructed to generate interpretations from the observational data represented in the KEfED model. As a proof of concept, we have instantiated this model for neuroanatomical tract-tracing experiments.
Automated Reasoning About Neural Connectivity
BioScholar includes a module that uses domainspecific knowledge to infer connectivity assertions based on KEfED data about tract-tracing experiments. Using a first-order logic knowledge representation and reasoning system BioScholar constructs interpretable statements concerning the existence and strength of connections between brain structures. BioScholar presents these connectivity statements in the form of an interactive connection matrix that provides access to the relevant tract-tracing experiment observations.
Scientific Literature Mangement
The Digital Library holds and organizes all citations and documents of interest. It is also a natural starting station for the biocuration process. From the Digital Library a user can submit documents for classification to the triage process and can select documents to curate into the system. To improve productivity, the digital library can import citations from the Mendeley citation management system.
Accelerating Biocuration
Although, we are interested in automating the biocuration process as a whole, a first tractable step is the initial triage of documents as being of interest or not. This step uses NLP classification techniques to sort the documents so that specialists only need focus on the documents appropriate for them.
Spatial Neural Connectivity Viewer
NeuARt is a digital atlasing system for viewing and analyzing spatial data registered onto digital atlases. A unit of spatial data is called a data map and it consists on a sequence of images distributed by atlas plates. NeuArt can display several images side-by-side or superimposed on top of common atlas plates to make it easier for investigators to compare data. We have populated NeuARt with all the data maps produced form tract-tracing experiments (TTE) by the Swamson's lab at USC. NeuARt exploits KEfED TTE models to provide access to data maps from inferred high level connectivity assertions. 
